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Some of the range of different types of stainless steel material available. 

All our stainless steel range of felt, tape and rope are made from a high grade of 100% 
stainless steel fibre, there are no additives used in the manufacturing process or in the 
finished product makeup, this assures that no contaminates are in contact with the soft 
glass. The parts we supply are just put together in different forms to suit the application in 
our industry.  
As original equipment suppliers we are well placed to offer you the raw material which you 
can cut to size and bond to your own existing fastening devices, or why not use our latest 
technology push bars, transfer fingers and wipe out pushers fitted with stainless steel 
materials, all made to fit your equipment? 

We also have our own high temperature bonding silicone GQO 12 (310 ml), which fits in a 
standard applicator gun for ease of use. 

Felt Characteristics: There are two types soft and heavy duty, the soft type is soft to the 
touch, typically 6mm thick with millions of fine fibres, easy to bend around parts, cuts with 
strong scissors. Felt sizes start off with full rolls, they are typically 0.5m x 3m long, we can 
cut all sizes and price accordingly to your needs, the heavy-duty type has its fibres 
compacted tighter, this is long lasting, it comes as 5mm thick and required metal cutting 
hand snips to cut it. 

Tape Characteristics:  Woven fibre medium softness to the touch material, typically 2- 
5mm thick supplied in strips 25mm to 100mm wide in Roll length of up to 25 metres. It is 
long lasting but is only bendable in one direction. Cuts to length with metal hand snips. 
 
Ropes Characteristics: Very strong woven diameters are 4mm up to 8mm, good as 
bottle neck guides on stackers, comes in roll lengths 25m again we can cut to length using 
metal hand snips to suit your requirements. 
 


